The MARK III detector at the SPEAR e+e-storage ring at SLAC accumulated a data sample of 5.8 x lo6 J/+ p ro d uced in 1982, '83 and '85. Recent results in radiative decays, including different decay modes of the qc and the search for scalars, are presented. The systematic study of the hadronic decays of the J/$ into a vector-tensor meson pair is discussed, and a detailed analysis of the decay mode J/lc, -+ wf2(1270) is described.
THE DECAY MODES J/+ + y+ VECTOR + VECTOR
The decay channels presented here are J/1c, + y&b, yK*(892)OK*(892)', yT+7r-dw-, yw$, and yww. For each of these decay modes, the qc(2980) region in the vector-vector mass spectrum is discussed. In addition, structures near threshold and the important features in the mass spectra were studied. For the rlc decays, these studies yield information regarding whether or not the decays are SU(3) symmetric. By comparing the relative rates it also sheds light on nature of the predominant decay mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 1 . at a 90% CL.
HADRONIC DECAYS OF THE J/t,b + VECTOR TENSOR PAIR
The quark correlations and the various amplitudes, e.g., the strong, electromagnetic, SU (3) 
